Abstract. In [11] , we introduced the notion of asymptotic gauge (AG), and we used it to construct Colombeau AG-algebras. This construction concurrently generalizes that of many different algebras used in Colombeau's theory, e.g. the special one G s , the full one G e , the NSA based algebra of asymptotic functionsĜ, and the diffeomorphism invariant algebras G d , G 2 andĜ. In this paper we study the categorical properties of the construction of Colombeau AG-algebras with respect to the choice of the AG, and we show their consequences regarding the solvability of generalized ODE.
Introduction
Although Colombeau algebras were introduced to find solutions of differential problems which are not solvable in classical spaces of distributions, it is well known that very simple equations remains not solvable also in these algebras, see e.g. [5, 11] . A step toward the analysis of these problems is the generalization of the role of the infinite nets pε´nq P R p0,1s appearing in the definition of Colombeau algebras. This has already been done through the notions of asymptotic scale, pC, E, Pq-algebras, pM, N , V P q-algebras, exponent weights and asymptotic gauges (AG), see [11] and references therein. In particular, if one considers the usual sheaf of smooth functions, Colombeau AG-algebras is the simplest and most general approach. In fact, Colombeau AG-algebras include different algebras, like the special one G s , the full one G e , the NSA based algebra of asymptotic functionsĜ, and the diffeomorphism invariant algebras G d , G 2 andĜ (see [5] ). Its simplicity lies, for all these algebras, in the use of the simple logical structure of quantifiers that characterizes the special algebra G s . In the context of AG, it is therefore natural to set the following questions:
‚ Is the construction of the Colombeau algebra functorial with respect to the AG? Is this construction functorial with respect to the open set Ω? ‚ When can we consider two AG as isomorphic? For instance, we will show that the AG of polynomial growth is isomorphic to the AG of exponential growth. This isomorphism holds in spite of the fact that using the latter we can solve ODE which are not solvable with the former, see Sec. 6. ‚ How to relate the solutions obtained using one AG to those obtained using another one? ‚ Colombeau theory can be more clearly summarized by saying that it permits to define a differential algebra together with an embedding of Schwartz's distributions. This embedding can be intrinsic, or diffeomorphism invariant, or it can be chosen in order to have properties like Hp0q " 1 2 , where H is the Heaviside's step function. Can we define a general category having as objects triples pG, B, iq made of an algebra G, a family of derivations B and an embedding of distributions i? Can we see G s as a suitable functor with values in this category? What is the domain of this functor? In the present work, we answer these questions.
Sets of Indices

Basic definitions.
In [12] , the general notion of sets of indices has been introduced. This notion permits to unify the presentation of several Colombeautype algebras of nonlinear generalized functions. For reader's convenience, in this section we recall the notations and notions from [12] that we will use in the present work. For all the proofs, we refer to [12] . Definition 1. We say that I " pI, ď, Iq is a set of indices if the following conditions hold: (i) pI, ďq is a pre-ordered set, i.e., I is a non empty set with a reflexive and transitive relation ď ; (ii) I is a set of subsets of I such that H R I and I P I; (iii) @A, B P I DC P I : C Ď A X B.
For all e P I, set pH, es :" tε P I | ε ď eu. As usual, we say ε ă e if ε ď e and ε ‰ e. Using these notations, we state the last condition in the definition of set of indices: (iv) If e ď a P A P I , the set A ďe :" pH, es X A is downward directed by ă , i.e., it is non empty and @b, c P A ďe Dd P A ďe : d ă b, d ă c.
The following are examples of sets of indices.
Example 2.
(i) Let I s :" p0, 1s Ď R, let ď be the usual order relation on R, and let I s :" tp0, ε 0 s | ε 0 P Iu. Following [12] , we denote by I s :" pI s , ď, I s q this set of indices.
(ii) If ϕ P DpR n q, r P R ą0 and x P R n , we use the symbol r d ϕ to denote the function x P R n Þ Ñ 1 r n¨ϕ`x r˘P R, see [12] . With the usual notations of [5] , we define I e :" A 0 , I e :" tA q | q P Nu, and for ε, e P I e , we set ε ď e iff there exists r P R ą0 such that r ď 1 and ε " r d e. Then I e :" pI e , ď, I e q is a set of indices used in this framework to unify and simplify the full algebra G e (see [12, Sec. 3] ). (iii) For every ϕ P A 0 , let us call order of ϕ the natural number opϕq :" min tn P N | ϕ P A n zA n`1 u and, for every ϕ, ψ P A 0 , set
We have that r I e " pA 0 , À, tA q | q P Nuq is a downward directed set of indices that can be used to try a simplification of the full algebra G e . See Sec. 3.1 for the nicer properties that downward directed sets have also with respect to the notions we are going to introduce.
Henceforward, functions of the type f : I ÝÑ R will also be called nets, and for their evaluation we will both use the notations f ε or f pεq, the latter in case the subscript notation is too cumbersome. When the domain I is clear, we use also the notation f " pf ε q for the whole net. Analogous notations will be used for nets of smooth functions u " pu ε q P C 8 pΩq I . In each set of indices, we can define two notions of big-O for nets of real numbers. These two big-Os share the same (usual) properties of the classical one as preorders and concerning algebraic operations (see [12, Thm. 2.8, Thm. 2.14]). Since each set of the form A ďe " pH, es X A is downward directed, the first big-O is the usual one: Definition 3. Let I " pI, ď, Iq be a set of indices. Let a P A P I and let px ε q, py ε q P R I be two nets of real numbers defined in I. We write
The second notion of big-O is the following:
Definition 4. Let I " pI, ď Iq be a set of indices. Let J Ď I be a non empty subset of I such that
Finally, let px ε q, py ε q P R I be nets of real numbers. Then we say
We simply write x ε " Opy ε q (as ε P I) when J " I, i.e. to denote x ε " O I py ε q.
For example, in case of the set of indices I e used for the full algebra, we have x ε " Opy ε q as ε P I e if and only if Dq P N @ϕ P A q : xpε d ϕq " O rypε d ϕqs as ε Ñ 0`, where the latter big-O is the classical one, see [12, Thm. 3.2] . We can hence recognise an important part of the usual definition of moderate and negligible nets for the full algebra G e . The abstract approach we use in this paper can be easily understood by interpreting I in the simplest case I s of the special algebra and in the case I e of the full algebra. In the former, any formula of the form DA P I @a P A becomes Dε 0 P p0, 1s @ε P p0, ε 0 s. In the latter it becomes Dq P N @ϕ P A q .
In every set of indices we can formalize the notion of for ε sufficiently small as follows.
Definition 5. Let I " pI, ď, Iq be a set of indices. Let a P A P I and Pp´q be a property, then we say @ I ε P A ďa : Ppεq, and we read it for ε sufficiently small in A ďa the property Ppεq holds, if
Note that, by condition (iv) of Def. 1, it follows that A ďe ‰ H, so that (2.4) is equivalent to De ď a @ε P A ďe : Ppεq.
Moreover, we say that @ I ε : Ppεq, and we read it for ε sufficiently small in I the property Ppεq holds, if DA P I @a P A @ I ε P A ďa : Ppεq.
Using this notion, we can define an order relation for nets.
Definition 6. Let I " pI, ď, Iq be a set of indices, and i, j : I ÝÑ R be nets. Then we say i ą I j if
Finally, we recall the notion of limit of a net of real numbers:
Definition 7. Let I " pI, ď, Iq be a set of indices, f : I ÝÑ R a map, and l P R Y t`8,´8u. Then we say that l is the limit of f in I if
where the limit (2.5) is taken in the downward directed set pH, as " I ďa .
Let us observe that if l " lim εďa f | A pεq and B Ď A , B P I , then l " lim εďa f | B pεq; moreover, there exists at most one l verifying (2.5).
The Category Ind
We start by defining the notion of morphism between two sets of indices. This is also a natural step to define the concept of morphism of asymptotic gauges. A natural property to expect from a morphism f : I 1 ÝÑ I 2 between sets of indices I 1 , I 2 is the preservation of the notion of "eventually" for properties P, i.e. that @ I1 ε 1 Ppε 1 q implies @ I2 ε 2 Ppf pε 2 qq. Let us note that we start from a property Ppε 1 q, for ε 1 P I 1 , and we want to arrive at a property Ppf pε 2 qq, for ε 2 P I 2 .
Definition 8. Let I k " pI k , ď k , I k q be sets of indices for k " 1, 2. Let a P A P I 1 , b P B P I 2 . Then we say that f : A ďa ÝÑ B ďb is infinitesimal if (i) f : I 2 ÝÑ I 1 ; (ii) @α P A ďa @ I2 ε 2 P B ďb : f pε 2 q P A ďα . Moreover, we say that f : I 1 ÝÑ I 2 is a morphism of sets of indices if @A P I 1 @a P A DB P I 2 @b P B : f : A ďa ÝÑ B ďb is infinitesimal.
Therefore, a morphism f : I 1 ÝÑ I 2 is a map in the opposite direction f : I 2 ÝÑ I 1 between the underlying sets. Only in this way we have that the map f preserves the asymptotic relations that hold in I 1 , see Cor. 13 for a list of examples.
Example 9. (i)
For every set of indices I " pI, ď, Iq if 1 I : I ÝÑ I is the identity function then 1 I : I ÝÑ I is a morphism. (ii) Let f : p0, 1s ÝÑ p0, 1s be a map, then f : I s ÝÑ I s is a morphism if and only if @ε P p0, 1s Dδ P p0, 1s : f pp0, δsq Ď p0, εs, i.e. if and only if lim εÑ0`f pεq " 0.
(iii) For the set of indices I e of the full algebra, we recall that pAďϕ " pH, ϕs and ϕ :" min tdiampsuppϕq, 1u. If f : I e ÝÑ I e is a map, then we have that f : pH, ϕs ÝÑ pH, ψs is infinitesimal if and only if @ε P p0, 1s Dδ P p0, 1s : f ptr d ψ | r P p0, δsuq Ď tr d ϕ | r P p0, εsu. Therefore, this implies that lim εÑ0`f pε d ψq " 0. If we denote by f pεdψq ϕ the unique r P p0, 1s
such that f pε d ψq " r d ϕ (in case it exists), then f : pH, ϕs ÝÑ pH, ψs is infinitesimal if and only if lim εÑ0`f pεdψq ϕ " 0. Moreover, f : I e ÝÑ I e is a morphism if and only if @m P N @ϕ P A m Dq P N @ψ P A q : lim εÑ0`f pεdψq ϕ " 0. This and the previous example justify our use of the name infinitesimal in Def. 8. (iv) Let ϕ P A 0 be fixed, let I ϕ :" ppH, ϕs, ď, tpH, ϕsuq, where the order relation on I ϕ is the restriction of the order relation on I e . If f : p0, 1s ÝÑ pH, ϕs is the function f prq :" r d ϕ for every r P p0, 1s then we have that f : I ϕ ÝÑ I s is a morphism. Conversely, if g : pH, ϕs ÝÑ p0, 1s maps every ψ P pH, ϕs to the unique r P p0, 1s such that ψ " r d ϕ, i.e. gpψq " ψ ϕ , then g : I s ÝÑ I ϕ is a morphism. We have that f " g´1. (v) Let us denote by N the set of indices pN, À, I n q where À is the inverse of the usual order notion on N (namely, m À n iff m ě n) and, for every natural number n, I n :" tm P N | m À nu. If f : N Ñ p0, 1s is the function that maps n to 1 n`1 , we have that f : I s ÝÑ N is a morphism. Conversely, if g : p0, 1s ÝÑ N is the function that maps ε to the floor
is a morphism. (vi) For every n P N let us fix ϕ n P A n zA n`1 . Let f : N ÝÑ A 0 be the function that maps n to ϕ n . Then we have that f : r I e ÝÑ N is a morphism.
e is a morphism.
. Let a P A P I 1 , b P B P I 2 and c P C P I 3 . Then if f : A ďa ÝÑ B ďb and g : B ďb ÝÑ C ďc are infinitesimals, also the composition f˝g : A ďa ÝÑ C ďc is infinitesimal.
Proof. By definition, for every α P A ďa there exists δ 2 ď b such that f pε 2 q P A ďα for every ε 2 P B such that ε 2 ď δ 2 ď b. But g : B ďb ÝÑ C ďc infinitesimal means
We apply this property with β " δ 2 to get gpε 3 q P B ďδ2 for every ε 3 P C ďc sufficiently small, let us say for each ε 3 ď δ 3 ď c. Therefore f pgpε 3P A ďα for every ε 3 P C ďc such that ε 3 ď δ 3 .
The following results motivate our definition of morphism of sets of indices.
Lemma 11. In the assumptions of Def. 8, let f : A ďa ÝÑ B ďb be infinitesimal, and let Ppε 1 q be a given property of
Proof. Let e 1 P A ďa be such that Ppε 1 q holds for all ε 1 P A ďe1 . Since f : A ďa ÝÑ B ďb is infinitesimal, there exists e 2 P B ďb be such that f pε 2 q P A ďe1 for all ε 2 P B ďe2 . Therefore Ppf pε 2holds for all ε 2 P B ďe2 .
Theorem 12. Let I k " pI k , ď k , I k q be sets of indices for k " 1, 2. Let f : I 1 ÝÑ I 2 be a morphism of sets of indices and let Ppε 1 q be a given property of ε 1 P I 1 . If
Proof. Let A P I 1 be such that @a P A @ I1 ε 1 P A ďa Ppε 1 q holds. Since H R I 1 , there exists a P A. But f : I 1 ÝÑ I 2 is a morphism, so there exists B P I 2 such that f : A ďa ÝÑ B ďb is infinitesimal for all b P B. By Lemma 11, we deduce that @ I2 ε 2 P B ďb Ppf pε 2 qq, which is our conclusion.
Three simple consequences of Theorem 12 are presented in the following Corollary.
Corollary 13. Let I k " pI k , ď k , I k q be sets of indices for k " 1, 2. If f : I 1 ÝÑ I 2 is a morphism of sets of indices, then the following properties hold:
Proof. Property (i) follows directly from Thm. 12 because i ą I1 j means @ I ε : i ε ą j ε . To prove (ii), let A P I 1 be such that x ε1 " O A,a py ε1 q for all a P A. Therefore, there exists H P R ą0 such that @ I1 ε 1 P A ďa |x ε1 | ď H¨|y ε1 |. But A ‰ H, so we can pick a P A, and f : I 1 ÝÑ I 2 yields the existence of B P I 2 such that f : A ďa ÝÑ B ďb is infinitesimal for all b P B. By Lemma 11 we get @ I2 ε 2 P B ďbˇxf pε2qˇď H¨ˇˇy f pε2qˇ, from which the conclusion follows. Using the same ideas, we can prove (iii).
Theorem 14.
The class of all sets of indices together with their morphisms form a category Ind.
Proof. The only non-trivial property to prove concerns composition, namely that for every pair of arrows I 1
, we have that I 1 f˝g ÝÑ I 3 is a morphism of set of indices. By our hypotheses we know that:
For a P A P I 1 , from (3.1) we get a non empty B P I 2 . Take any element b P B, so that (3.2) yields the existence of C P I 3 . For c P C, both (3.1) and (3.2) give that f : A ďa ÝÑ B ďb and g : B ďb ÝÑ C ďc are infinitesimal, and the conclusion follows from Lemma 10.
3.1. Downward directed and segmented sets of indices. In this section, we study suitable classes of sets of indices where the notion of morphism of the category Ind simplifies.
Definition 15. Let I " pI, ď, Iq be a set of indices, then we say that (i) I is segmented if @A P I Da : pH, as Ď A; (ii) I is downward directed if pI, ďq is downward directed, i.e. for every a, b P I there exists c P I such that c ď a, c ď b. Moreover, if I is downward directed, we call canonical set of indices generated by I, and we denote it by I, the set of indices I " pI, ď, S I q, where
Since pI, ďq is downward directed, it is immediate to prove that I is a set of indices.
e then then I ‰ I.
As mentioned above, the notion of morphism is simplified when we work with this type of sets of indices.
Theorem 17. Let I 1 , I 2 be sets of indices and let f : I 2 ÝÑ I 1 be a map. Let us assume that I 1 is segmented and I 2 is downward directed. Then the following conditions are equivalent: (i) f : I 1 ÝÑ I 2 is a morphism of sets of indices; (ii) @a P I 1 Db P I 2 : f ppH, bsq Ď pH, as; (iii) @a P I 1 @b P I 2 : f : pI 1 q ďa ÝÑ pI 2 q ďb is infinitesimal.
Proof. To prove that (i) entails (ii), let f : I 1 ÝÑ I 2 be a morphism and let a P I 1 . Setting A " I 1 in the definition of morphism, we get the existence of B P I 2 such that f : A ďa ÝÑ B ďb is infinitesimal for eachb P B. Take anyb P B ‰ H. Setting α " a in the definition of infinitesimal (Def. 8), we get the existence of b P B ďb Ď I 2 such that f pε 2 q P pH, as for all ε 2 P pH, bs, which is our conclusion. To prove that (ii) entails (iii), let a P I 1 , b P I 2 and let b P I 2 be such that f pH, bs Ď pH, as. Let α P pH, as and let r b P B ďb be such that f pH, r bs Ď pH, αs. Since pI 2 , ďq is downward directed, we can find β P I 2 such that β ď b, β ď r b. By construction, f pH, βs Ď pH, αs and pH, βs Ď pH, bs " pI 2 q ďb . Therefore f : pI 1 q ďa ÝÑ pI 2 q ďb is infinitesimal. To prove that (iii) entails (i), assume that a P A P I 1 . Set B :" I 2 and take any b P B. By (iii) we obtain that f : pI 1 q ďa ÝÑ pI 2 q ďb is infinitesimal. Therefore, for each α ď a there exists r β ď b such that we have f pε 2 q ď α for every ε 2 ď r β. small, let's say for ε 2 ďβ ď b. But I 1 is segmented, so there exists a 1 such that pH, a 1 s Ď A. Once again from (iii) we also have that f : pI 1 q ďa 1 ÝÑ pI 2 q ďb is infinitesimal. Hence for someβ ď b we have f pε 2 q ď a 1 for each ε 2 ďβ. Since pI 2 , ďq is downward directed, we can find β P I 2 " B such that β ďβ and β ďβ. Therefore, for each ε 2 ď β we have both f pε 2 q ď α and f pε 2 q P pH, a 1 s Ď A. This proves that f : A ďa ÝÑ B ďb is infinitesimal, which completes the proof.
Theorem 18. Every segmented downward directed set of indices I is isomorphic toĪ in the category Ind.
Proof. It suffices to consider the identity 1 I : i P I Þ Ñ i P I, which is a morphism 1 I P IndpI,Īq X IndpĪ, Iq because of condition (ii) of Thm 17.
Therefore, up to isomorphism, the only segmented downward directed set of indices having pI, ďq as underlying pre-ordered set is I.
Asymptotic Gauge Colombeau Type Algebras
4.1. Asymptotic Gauges. In [11] , we introduced the notion of asymptotic gauge. The idea was to use it as an asymptotic scale that generalizes the role of the polynomial family pε n q εPp0,1s,nPN in classical constructions of Colombeau algebras. We recall the notations and notions from [11] that we will use in the present work. For all the proofs, we refer to [11] .
Definition 19. Let I " pI, ď, Iq be a set of indices. All big-Os in this definition have to be meant as O I in I (see Def. 4). We say that B is an asymptotic gauge on I (briefly: AG on I) if (i) B Ď R I ; (ii) Di P B : lim I i " 8; (iii) @i, j P B Dp P B : i¨j " Oppq; (iv) @i P B @r P R Dσ P B : r¨i " Opσq; (v) @i, j P B Ds P B : s ą I 0 , |i|`|j| " Opsq. Let B be an AG on the set of indices I " pI, ď, Iq. The set of moderate nets generated by B is
Let us observe that R M pBq is an AG, and that R M pR M pBqq " R M pBq. Every asymptotic gauge formalizes a notion of "growth condition". We can hence use an asymptotic gauge B to define moderate nets. We can also use the reciprocals of nets taken from another asymptotic gauge Z to define negligible nets. From this point of view, it is natural to introduce the following:
n be an open set, let B, Z be AG on the same set of indices I " pI, ď, Iq. The set of B-moderate nets is
The set of Z-negligible nets is
In [11] , we proved that if R M pBq Ď R M pZq then the quotient E M pB, Ωq{N pZ, Ωq is an algebra. When this happens, we will use the following:
Definition 21. Let B, Z be AG on the same set of indices I " pI, ď, Iq such that R M pBq Ď R M pZq. The Colombeau AG algebra generated by B and Z is the quotient GpB, Zq :" E M pB, Ωq{N pZ, Ωq.
We will use the notation GpB, Z, Ωq to emphasize the dependence on the open set Ω.
Morphisms between sets of indices can be used to construct asymptotic gauges, as the following theorem shows.
Theorem 22. Let B be an asymptotic gauge on the set of indices I 1 and let f : I 1 ÝÑ I 2 be a morphism. Then
B˝f " tb˝f | b P Bu is an asymptotic gauge on I 2 .
Proof. All the defining properties of an asymptotic gauge for B˝f can be derived from Cor. 13. For example, let us prove that @i, j P B˝f Ds P B˝f : s ą I 0 , |i|`|j| " Opsq. Let i, j P B˝f and let i " b 1˝f , j " b 2˝f . Let b 3 P B be such that |b 1 |`|b 2 | " Opb 3 q. Then by Cor. 13 we deduce that |b 1˝f |`|b 2˝f | " Opb 3˝f q. Setting s " b 3˝f we therefore have that |i|`|j| " Opsq.
The categories Ag 2 and Ag 1
We want to prove that the Colombeau AG algebra construction of Def. 21 is functorial in the pair pB, Zq of AG. In proving this result, the following category arises naturally:
Definition 23. We set (i) pB, Zq P Ag 2 if B, Z are AG on some set of indices I and R M pBq Ď R M pZq.
(ii) Let pB 1 , Z 1 q, pB 2 , Z 2 q P Ag 2 be pairs of AG on the sets of indices resp. I 1 , I 2 . We say that f P Ag 2 ppB 1 , Z 1 q, pB 2 , Z 2is a morphism of pairs of AG if f P IndpI 1 , I 2 q, R M pB 1˝f q Ď R M pB 2 q and R M pZ 2 q Ď R M pZ 1˝f q.
Theorem 24. Ag 2 with set-theoretical composition and identity is a category.
Proof. It is sufficient to consider the composition. Let f P Ag 2 ppB 1 , Z 1 q, pB 2 , Z 2and g P Ag 2 ppB 2 , Z 2 q, pB 3 , Z 3 qq. By definition, f P IndpI 1 , I 2 q and g P IndpI 2 , I 3 q, therefore f˝g P IndpI 1 , I 3 q by Thm. 14. Moreover,
, from which the first part of the conclusion follows. To prove the second part of the conclusion we notice that, as R M pZ 2 q Ď R M pZ 1˝f q, we have that
and the thesis follows since R M pZ 3 q Ď R M pZ 2˝g q by hypothesis.
The generalization with two AG is a relatively new step in considering Colombeau like algebras. It is therefore natural to consider also the following Definition 25. We say that B P Ag 1 if pB, Bq P Ag 2 . We set f P Ag 1 pB 1 , B 2 q if f P Ag 2 ppB 1 , B 1 q, pB 2 , B 2 qq. We call such an f a morphism of AG. In this case, Def. 23 (ii) becomes R M pB 1˝f q " R M pB 2 q.
Of course Ag 1 is embedded into Ag 2 by means of B Þ Ñ pB, Bq and of the identity on arrows. By an innocuous abuse of language, we can hence say that Ag 1 is a subcategory of Ag 2 . Example 26.
(i)
Let I " I s , let B 1 " tpε´nq | n P Nu, B 2 " t`ε´2 n˘| n P Nu. Then f , g : I ÝÑ I such that f pεq " ε 2 and gpεq " ? ε induce morphisms B 1 f ÝÑ B 2 and B 2 g ÝÑ B 1 . Clearly f˝g " 1 B2 and g˝f " 1 B1 , therefore B 1 and B 2 are isomorphic.
(ii) Let I 1 " I s , I 2 " N (see Example 9 (v)), let B 1 " tpε´nq | n P Nu, B 2 " tpn m q n | m P Nu. Then f : I 1 ÝÑ I 2 such that f pnq " 1 n`1 for every n P N induces a morphism B 1 f ÝÑ B 2 and g : I 2 ÝÑ I 1 such that gpεq " t 1 ε u for every ε P p0, 1s induces a morphism B 2
e be the morphism given by the maps o that maps every ϕ P A 0 to the order opϕq of ϕ. Let B 1 " tpb m n q n | m P Nu where b n " 1 n`1 for every n P N and let B 2 " tpb n ϕ q ϕ | n P Nu, where b ϕ "
2¨s in`1 ε˘f or ε P p0, 1s and B s :" tε´a | a P R ą0 u. Then ε´ε 2 ď f pεq ď ε`ε 2 , and this implies f P Ag 1 pB s , B s q. Let us note that f is not invertible in any neighbourhood of 0 so that it is not an isomorphism of AG.
In [11] , we defined two asymptotic gauges B 1 , B 2 to be equivalent if and only if R M pB 1 q " R M pB 2 q. Within the present categorical framework, this definition is motivated by the following result.
Theorem 27. Let B be an asymptotic gauge on I. Then B is isomorphic to R M pBq.
Proof. It is sufficient to observe that, by definition, B
1I
ÝÑ R M pBq is a morphism and, since R M pR M pBqq " R M pBq, also R M pBq 1I ÝÑ B is a morphism.
In particular, it follows that for every two asymptotic gauges B 1 , B 2 defined on the same set of indices I, we have that if B 1 is equivalent to B 2 then they are isomorphic. Conversely, if f P Ag 1 pB 1 , B 2 q is an isomorphism, then R M pB 1 q " R M pB 1˝f˝f´1 q " R M pB 2˝f´1 q " R M pB 1 q, and hence R M pB 1 q " R M pB 2˝f´1 q. Analogously, R M pB 2 q " R M pB 1˝f q. In particular, the identity 1 I P Ag 1 pB 1 , B 2 q X Ag 1 pB 2 , B 1 q if and only if these AG are equivalent. For example tpε´aq | a P R ą0 u and tpε´nq | n P Nu are equivalent. Nevertheless, it is not difficult to prove that not all isomorphic AG on the same set of indices are equivalent. To prove this result, we need to recall (see [11, Def. 36] ) that an AG B is called principal if there exists a generator b P B such that R M pAGpbqq " R M pBq, where AGpbq :" tb m | m P Nu.
Proof. Let B 1 " AGpb 1 q and B 2 " AGpb 2 q. Without loss of generality we can assume that b 1,ε , b 2,ε ą 1 for every ε P p0, 1s. Moreover, as R M pB 1 q Ĺ R M pB 2 q, we have b 1 " O I s pb 2 q. So, without loss of generality, we can also assume that b 1,ε ă b 2,ε for every ε P p0, 1s. Since R M pB 1 q Ĺ R M pB 2 q, we have that b 2 R R M pb 1 q, namely that @n P N @ε P p0, 1s Dδ ă ε : n¨b where ε 1 " 1 and
Let us prove that the reverse inclusions do not hold. To prove that, let us assume, by contradiction, that R M pAGpb 3Ď R M pB 1 q. In particular, there exists k P N such that b 3 " Opb k 1 q, namely there exists ε P p0, 1s, H P R ą0 such that b 3,δ ď H¨b k 1,δ for all δ ă ε. Set N :" min " n P N | n is even and n ě max " rHs ,
We have N¨b
, which is absurd. To prove that R M pAGpb 3Ĺ R M pB 2 q, we proceed in a similar way. Let us assume, by contradiction, that R M pB 2 q Ď R M pAGpb 3 qq. Let k P N be such that b 2 " Opb k 3 q. Let ε P p0, 1s, H P R ą0 be such that b 2,δ ď H¨b k 3,δ for all δ ă ε. Set N :" min " n P N | n is odd and n ě max " rHs ,
We have b 2,εN ď H¨b
which is absurd.
Corollary 29. For every principal AG B 1 , B 2 on I s , if R M pB 1 q Ĺ R M pB 2 q then there exists an infinite sequence xA i | i P Zy of principal AG on I s such that
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Theorem 28.
In particular, if we let B pol :" tpε´nq | n P Nu and B exp :" `e n{ε˘| n P N ( , by Corollary 29 we have that there are infinitely many principal non equivalent AG between B pol and B exp . However, as we will show in Section 6, B pol :" tpε´nq | n P Nu and B exp :" `e n{ε˘| n P N ( are isomorphic, and this shows that not all isomorphic AG are equivalent.
In [11] , we proved that R M pBq is the minimal (with respect to inclusion) asymptotically closed solid ring containing the AG B. Therefore, we deduce that, modulo isomorphism, all the objects in a skeleton subcategory of Ag 1 are asymptotically closed solid rings.
In [11] , we introduced the notion of "exponential of an AG", which was crucial to study linear ODE's with generalized constant coefficients. We recall its definition.
Definition 30. Let B be an AG, and let µ : R ÝÑ R ě0 be a non decreasing function such that
We set µpBq :" tpµpH¨b εε | H P R ą0 , b P Bu. In particular,
is called the exponential of B.
The following results will be needed to prove Thm. 35.
Lemma 31. In the hypotheses of Def. 30, we have that µpBq is an AG.
Proof. Def. 19 (ii) and [11, Lemma 18] imply the existence of i P B such that lim I i "`8. Therefore, our assumptions yield lim εPI µpi ε q "`8, which proves Def. 19 (ii) for µpBq. The asymptotic closure with respect to sum of absolute values follows from monotonicity of µ and the inequality µpH¨i ε q`µpK¨j ε q ď 2¨µ pH¨|i ε |`K¨|j ε |q. The asymptotic closure with respect to product follows from the inequality
and from assumption (5.1).
Lemma 32. Let I " pI, ď, Iq be a set of indices, and let x, y, z P R I . Let µ : R ÝÑ R ě0 be a non decreasing function. Then x ε " O rµpy ε qs and y ă I z imply x ε " O rµpz ε qs.
Proof. From the assumptions we get DA P I @a P A : x ε " O aA rµpy ε qs ; DB P I @b P B Dε 0 ď b @ε P B ďε0 : y ε ă z ε .
Def. 1 (iii) implies the existence of D
Thm. 2.8 (x)] yields x ε " O dD rµpy ε qs, and therefore, for suitable H P R ą0 and ε 0 ď d, ε 1 ď d, we can write |x ε | ď H |µpy ε q| " Hµpy ε q for each ε P D ďε1 and y ε ă z ε for each ε P D ďε0 . Since pH, ds " I ďd is directed, we can findε ď d, ε 0 , ε 1 . Therefore, for each ε ďε we have |x ε | ď Hµpy ε q ď Hµ pz ε q because µ is non decreasing. This proves our conclusion.
Corollary 33. Let B 1 , B 2 be AG on the same set of indices I, and let µ : R ÝÑ R ě0 verify the assumptions of Def. 30. Then
Proof
Definition 34. Let Ag ď be the subcategory of Ag 1 having the same objects of Ag 1 , and arrows such that f P Ag ď pB 1 , B 2 q if f P IndpI 1 , I 2 q and R M pB 1˝f q " R M pB 2 q. Let µ verifies the assumptions of Def. 30, and let E µ : Ag ď ÝÑ Ag ď be defined on objects and maps of Ag ď as follows:
Theorem 35. Ag ď is a subcategory of Ag 1 . If µ verifies the assumptions of Def. 30, then E µ : Ag ď ÝÑ Ag ď is a functor.
Proof. To prove the first part, assume that R M pB 1˝f q " R M pB 2 q and R M pB 2˝g q "
once again by Cor. 13 . This implies that R M pB 1˝p f˝gqq " R M pB 3 q, hence f˝g P Ag ď pB 1 , B 3 q. This and Cor. 33 show that Ag ď is a category. By Cor. 33, we also have that Ag ď is a subcategory of Ag 1 . To show the second part, since E µ is the identity on arrows, it suffices to observe that B and µpBq have the same set of indices for every AG B, and that µpB 1 q˝f " µpB 1˝f q. Thus it follows by Cor. 33 that E µ pB 1 q " µpB 1 q f ÝÑ µpB 2 q " E µ pB 2 q is an arrow in Ag ď for every
Now we want to prove that the map pB, Z, Ωq Þ Ñ GpB, Z, Ωq is a functor. Clearly, pB, Zq P Ag 2 , so we need to introduce a category having as objects open sets like Ω:
Definition 36. We denote by OR 8 the category having as objects tΩ Ď R n | n P N, Ω openu and as morphisms OR 8 pU, V q :" C 8 pU, V q.
Therefore, we can now prove the following:
Theorem 37. G : AG 2ˆp OR 8 q op ÝÑ Alg R is a functor, where Alg R is the category of commutative algebras over R.
Proof. Let i P Ag 2 ppB 1 , Z 1 q, pB 2 , Z 2be a morphism of pairs of AG and h P C 8 pΩ 2 , Ω 1 q, Ω j being an open set in R nj . The natural definition of Gpi, hq to get that Gpi, hq :
To prove that this definition is correct, we assume K 2 Ť Ω 2 and α P N n2 . Since pu ε1 q P E M pB 1 , Ω 1 q and hpK 2 q ": K 1 Ť Ω 1 , we obtain xqˇˇ" O´b
This shows that " u iε 2˝h ‰ P E M pB 2 , Ω 2 q. Now assume that pu ε1 q´pv ε1 q P N pZ 1 , Ω 1 q, K 2 , α as above, and z P pZ 2 q ą0 . Since R M pZ 2 q Ď R M pZ 1˝i q, we can write z ε2 " O`ζ iε 2˘a s ε 2 P I 2 for a suitable ζ P pZ 1 q ą0 , and hence ζ´1 iε 2 " Opz´1 ε2 q. We thus obtain sup
where hpK 2 q ": K 1 . From this and Cor. 13 (ii) we obtain the conclusion
xqˇˇ" Opz´1 ε2 q as ε 2 P I 2 .
The proof that Gpi, hq is a morphism of R-algebras follows immediately from the pointwise definitions of the algebra operations. The functorial properties of G follow directly from the definition of Gpi, hq and the fact that in the domain AG 2p OR 8 q op composition and identity are the corresponding set-theoretical operations.
Now, let n P N be fixed. Let T R n be the subcategory of OR 8 having as objects the open subsets of R n and, as morphisms, the inclusions. From Thm. 37 we get that GpB, Z,´q : pT R n q op ÝÑ Alg R is a functor, i.e. it is a presheaf. Trivially generalizing [5] , it is also possible to prove that GpB, Z,´q is a sheaf of differential algebras. In particular, the following diagram commutes We also finally note that if we consider an inclusion h P T R n pΩ 2 , Ω 1 q and a morphism of pairs of AG i P Ag 2 ppB 1 , Z 1 q, pB 2 , Z 2 qq, then Gpi, hq : GpB 1 , Z 1 , Ω 1 q ÝÑ GpB 2 , Z 2 , Ω 2 q preserves all polynomial and differential operations. Of course, it also takes generalized functions in the domain GpB 1 , Z 1 , Ω 1 q into generalized functions in the codomain GpB 2 , Z 2 , Ω 2 q. We can therefore state that Gpi, hq permits to relate differential problems framed in GpB 1 , Z 1 , Ω 1 q to those framed in GpB 2 , Z 2 , Ω 2 q; see also the next Thm. 38.
An unexpected isomorphism
If we set B pol :" tpε´nq | n P Nu and B exp :" `e n{ε˘| n P N ( , it is well known (see [5, 11] ) that an ODE like # x 1 ptq´rε´1s¨xptq " 0; 1) has no solution in the algebra GpB pol , Ωq " G s pΩq, but it has a (unique) solu-
On the other hand, if we set λpεq :"´1 log ε , for ε P p0, 1q, and λp1q :" 1, then we have lim εÑ0`λ pεq " 0à nd hence, by Example 9 (ii), λ P IndpI s , I s q is a morphism of set of indices. Moreover,`pe n{ε q˝λ˘pεq " ε´n and hence R M pB exp˝λ q " R M pB pol q. Therefore, λ P Ag 1 pB exp , B pol q is a morphism of AG. Analogously, if we set ηpεq :" e´1 ε , for ε P p0, 1q, and ηp1q :" 1, then we have λ " η´1 and η P AG 1 pB pol , B exp q. Therefore B pol » B exp as AG. Thm. 37 thus yields
This does not imply that the algebra GpB exp , Rq is useless, because we still have the fact that the Cauchy problem (6.1) has no solution in GpB pol , Rq. Nonetheless, we can say that the isomorphism λ P AG 1 pB exp , B pol q transforms (6.1) into # x 1 ptq´r´log εs¨xptq " 0;
Therefore, (6.2) has solution in GpB pol , Rq if and only if (6.1) has solution in GpB exp , Rq. This example is generalized in the following theorem, where we talk, essentially for the sake of simplicity, of ODE.
Theorem 38. Let I P Ind be a set of indices and let b, c P R I be infinite nets, i.e. such that lim εPI b ε " lim εPI c ε "`8. Set
AGpbq :" tpb n ε q | n P Nu for the AG generated by b (and analogously for c). Assume that η, λ P IndpI, Iq are morphisms of I such that η " λ´1:
Then (i) AGpbq » AGpcq as AG; (ii) GpAGpbq, Ωq » GpAGpcq, Ωq and r RpAGpbqq » r RpAGpcqq;
(iii) let F " rF ε s P GpAGpbq, R nˆR q,x " rx ε s P r R n ,t " rt ε s P r R. Then the Cauchy problem # x 1 ptq " F pxptq, tq;
xptq "x, (6.4) has a solution x P GpAGpbq, pt 1 , t 2if and only if the Cauchy problem
has a solution y P GpAGpcq, pt 1 , t 2 qq.
Proof. Assumption (6.3) yields pb n˝η q pεq " b n ηpεq " O I pc n ε q so R M pAGpbq˝ηq " R M pAGpcqq. Analogously, we have R M pAGpcq˝λq " R M pAGpbqq. This shows that η and λ are morphisms of AG, and hence it proves (i). Property (ii) follows from the functorial property of Gp´, Ωq : AG 1 ÝÑ Alg R . To show (iii), let x " rx ε s P GpAGpbq, pt 1 , t 2be a solution of (6.4) and set y :" G`λ, 1 pt1,t2q˘p xq " " x λpεq ‰ . Therefore, Thm. 37 and (5.3) yield the conclusion.
For instance, if b, c : p0, 1s ÝÑ p0, 1s are homeomorphisms such that lim εÑ0`bε " 0 " lim εÑ0`cε , then η :" c˝b´1 and λ :" η´1 verify the assumptions of this theorem.
The Category of Colombeau Algebras
In this section, we want to show that the Colombeau AG algebra, the related derivation of generalized functions and the embedding of distributions are all functorial constructions with respect to the change of AG. Although in this section we work on an arbitrary set of indices, we restrict our study only to embeddings of Schwartz's distributions defined through a mollifier. Therefore, we are going to deal with mollifiers with null positive moments, namely with function ρ P SpR n q such that ş ρpxqx k dx " 0 for every k P N n , |k| ě 1. We call Colombeau mollifier any such function.
Definition 39. Let n P N ą0 be a fixed natural number. Then pAG denotes the category of principal AG, whose objects are pairs pb, Bq, where B is a principal AG on a set of indices I and b P B is a generator of B. Arrows f P pAGppb 1 , B 1 q, pb 2 , B 2are morphisms f P AG 1 pB 1 , B 2 q of AG that preserve the generator, i.e. such that b 1˝f " b 2 . Let us note that if f P pAGppb 1 , B 1 q, pb 2 , B 2and g P pAGppb 2 , B 2 q, pb 3 , B 3 qq, then the composition in pAG is given as in AG 1 , i.e. by f˝g because f : I 2 ÝÑ I 1 , g : I 3 ÝÑ I 2 .
Whilst the previous category acts as domain in the Colombeau construction, the following category of Colombeau algebras acts as codomain.
Definition 40. Let DAlg R be the category of differential real algebras. We say that pG, B, iq P Col n if: (i) pG, Bq : pT R n q op ÝÑ DAlg R is a functor (i.e. it is a presheaf of differential real algebras). In particular, B α Ω : GpΩq ÝÑ GpΩq is a derivation for all α P N n . (ii) If we think at both functors D 1 , G : pT R n q op ÝÑ Vect R with values in the category of real vector spaces, then i : D 1 ÝÑ G is a natural transformation such that ker pi Ω q " t0u for every Ω P T R n .
Moreover, for every Ω P T R n , we have:
(iii) C 8 pΩq is a subalgebra of GpΩq; (iv) i Ω pf q " f for all f P C 8 pΩq; (v) Let D α Ω : D 1 pΩq ÝÑ D 1 pΩq be the α P N n derivation of distributions, then the following diagram commutes
An arrow ϕ P Col n ppG, B, iq, pH, d, jqq is a natural transformation ϕ : pG, Bq ÝÑ pH, dq such that for all Ω P T R n the following diagram commutes:
2)
The following results prove the goal of the present section:
Lemma 41. Col n is a category.
Proof. For every object pG, B, iq P Col n , the identity 1 GpΩq : GpΩq ÝÑ GpΩq serves as the identity arrow of pG, B, iq in Col n . To conclude the proof, it is sufficient to consider the composition of arrows. Let ϕ P Col n ppG, B, iq, pH, d, jqq, ψ P Col n ppH, d, jq, pF, D, kqq, then ψ˝ϕ : pG, Bq ÝÑ pF, Dq is a natural tranformation and the following diagram commutes:
In particular, we have that is the usual embedding defined using the generator b and the fixed mollifier ρ (see [11, Sec. 4 ] for details). For f P pAGppb 1 , B 1 q, pb 2 , B 2and Ω P T R n , set Coℓ ρ n pf q Ω : ru ε1 s P GpB 1 , Ωq Þ Ñ " u f pε2q ‰ P GpB 2 , Ωq.
Then Coℓ ρ n : pAG ÝÑ Col n is a functor.
Proof. The property Coℓ ρ n pb, Bq P Col n for every pb, Bq P pAG is a consequence of the results about Colombeau principal AG-algebras and embeddings of distributions proved in [11, Sec. 3 and 4] . We are left to prove the properties of Coℓ ρ n with respect to arrows. First of all, let us prove that Let ru ε1 s P GpB 1 , Ωq, then Coℓ ρ n pgq Ω tCoℓ ρ n pf q Ω pru ε1 squ " Coℓ ρ n pgq Ω pru f pε2q sq " " ru f pgpε3qq s " Coℓ ρ n pf˝gq Ω pru ε1 sq.
Conclusions
We are forced to consider a different AG when we have to deal with particular differential problems, whose solutions grow more than polynomially in ε. It is therefore natural to search for a notion of morphism of AG, and to see whether Colombeau AG constructions behave in the correct way with respect to these morphisms. The results of Sec. 5, 6, 7 show that both the construction of the differential algebra and that of the embedding by means of a mollifier are functorial with respect to a natural notion of morphism of AG. As shown in Sec. 6, this permits to relate differential problems solved for different AG.
